
THE CHRONICLES OF A NEW WORLD                                                    13th of June 2022


Chronicle n°23 

The invaders: has the final wave landed through Ukraine? 
& 

When true information will transform the world! 

We are about to live the final jolts of “ordinary human” history. Whoever has eyes to see 
can now see it! The closure of its cycle will turn out to be very different from that imagined 
by all those people enduring the series of great catastrophes, ecological disasters, 
economic crisis and wars. But it will indeed be the one that only a few informed 
individuals, awakened people on the planet, had foreseen. We have known it for some 
time now, something unprecedented is happening in the “mirror universe” of our solar 
system. We announced it earlier!


Then, what is it about?


While the spotlight is on the conflict in Ukraine, the “overall plan” of the New World Order 
seems to be following its path. Whereas the ruling psychopaths were working to drive the 
human herd crazy by the viral pandemic in Europe, others have invented pretexts for 
them to kill each other through this last war. However, let’s be clear, all these doom and 
gloom scenarios only exist to hide the existence of a completely different danger which 
threatens the ordinary human. Since beyond the possibility that the planet gets hit again 
by a large asteroid, another danger, even worse, is on the lookout.


Indeed, repeating itself every 3600 years, a conflict of alien origin, projected for several 
decades through these much-vaunted transdimensional portals opening into our current 
reality, has recently been transformed into a genetic war, a real open conflict between 
different human races endowed with a “Semitic/angelic” DNA (of “Christlike red blood”), 
and other emissary lineages of dark alien forces directing all of the Nazi operations on 
Earth (of royal blue blood).
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Now, these hyperdimensional and trans-density wars spreading between the different 
worlds of the Service to Self henceforth involve those of the Service to Others. Since they 
are reinforced by a genocidal agenda consisting in transforming man’s consciousness, 
and therefore his legitimate gravitational environment, through the emergence of quantum 
machines connected to artificial intelligence and to the virtual world. This agenda aims at 
subjecting, to an unprecedented level on Earth, humanity intelligence to the omnipotence 
of technology, at the expense of that of the soul and spirit of the individual.


Thus, while the Eastern and Western units are refining their scenario in order to ignite 
Europe, the Nephilim/Nephalim/Anunnaki, these aliens, who are still little-known or even 
completely ignored, discredited by ordinary humans, have entered the fray. And probably 
even that other peoples, still unknown to ordinary humans, will soon emerge from 
underground cities through the bowels of the Earth, in order to participate in this great 
battle for the planet’s domination.


These Nephalim/Anunnaki swarms, activated as groups of psychic predators, henceforth 
use systemic flaws, meticulously prepared and placed within the political, military, and 
matrix-like systems in order to provoke the “Great Reset”, a new big bang for planet 
Earth. In other words, these entities will still benefit for some time from our society’s 
collapse, well and truly planned thanks to the complicity of Western media, chaining up 
the lies so to offer a semblance of peace! This, on condition that people accept to carry 
the ultimate signature of this renowned “666, the Mark of the Beast”, the finished program 
of marking by repeated graphene vaccinal injections, a carbon allotrope consisting of 6 
electrons, 6 protons and 6 neutrons! Eugenics-based program soon completed that will 
not be long in revealing its doom and gloom consequences.


See the following links:

https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/traductions/anglais/ (lien des Chroniques en 
anglais)

https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/chronique-15-sand-jenael/

https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/chronique-17-sand-jenael/

https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/chronique-18-sand-jenael/


Consequently, the STS corpus of 3rd and 4th densities, thus supported by incorrect 
information gathered by the “civil and military intelligence” community, will establish its 
authority over the ordinary 3rd density humanity, which got itself deceived by its 
ignorance.

The Cassiopaeans had taught “Knowledge protects, ignorance endangers”!


At some point in this final war, when fear and chaos will reach their peak, a so-called 
“new moral authority” driven by quantum artificial intelligence, itself led by elements of 
the STS corpus of 4th density, will address the deepest impulses, frustrations and fears of 
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the individual, with the aim of suggesting a program out of their usual rational 
consciousness field, in order to offer them to restore a new planetary order.


This authority of the Service to Self of a “rather positive attitude”, known under the 
denomination of “the Alliance”, will appear to put an end to the fight against the occult 
forces that raged on Earth. It will also reveal itself as the White Dragon Society and White 
Hat, tasked with “chasing all the villains”, restoring prosperity and establishing peace. 
And tired of all these lies and conflicts between the nations, ordinary humans will then 
willingly participate in a new global economic system established by this famous 
“Alliance”. The matrix-like system will then be completely changed and will trap the “new 
ordinary humanity” within a new cycle: the Golden Age of 3rd density.


Then, let’s guess what comes next!


Alongside this “scheduled end”, thanks to the inner work and their very intensive search 
for Knowledge, certain groups of individuals constituted in tribal unit will have managed to 
incorporate higher resonance frequencies and will begin to build up spiritual bodies. They 
will therefore not have needed the “Alliance” to change of density of reality! In other 
words, they will be gifted, little by little, of more ethereal corporal extensions, this means 
of bodies endowed with a variable physicality, less dense and better adapted to their 
passing in 4th density, and will therefore be “naturally” transposed into an alternative 
reality, this means their new world, thanks to their atomically higher frequencies.


With this new type of body, vibrating at more ethereal frequencies, they will be just as 
capable of continuing to explore the “atomically more ethereal” worlds, as of returning in 
an “atomically more material” reality dimension and leaving it as they wish. They will 
therefore be gifted of the same faculties as all those beings – even human hybrids – who 
are already inhabiting the worlds of 4th density.


This complex and extraordinary process, completely inconceivable for the ordinary 
human, has begun with the occurrence in the cosmos of the Dark Star, predicted 
amongst others in these words:


2.41 The great star for seven days will burn,

The cloud will make two suns appear:


The great mastiff will howl all night,

When the great pontiff will change his country.


(Nostradamus 1555)


ht tps : / /www.bonjourpoes ie . f r /vospoemes/Poemes/a lexander_k i r iyatsk iy /
241_pendant_sept_jours_la_grande_etoile_brulera_n-mus

https://newprophecy.weebly.com
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Like a robber in the night, this stellar body, twin of our current Sun which, completely 
invisible, already “prowls” in our solar system, would achieve the alchemical process of 
current humanity! This brown dwarf whose occurrence had been widely revealed through 
different prophecies under various names such as the Dark Star, Nibiru, Herboculus, 
Nemesis, Marduk, Sedna, planet X…, only emitting infrared radiations, has nevertheless 
been identified by certain astronomers, but its existence has not yet been officially 
revealed to humanity!


However, religious writings, for example in the Louis Segond version of the Bible, reveal 
its coming:


2 Peter 3:10 But the day of the Lord will come like a thief. The heavens will 
disappear with a roar; the elements will be destroyed by fire, and the earth and 
everything done in it will be laid bare.


Revelation 21:1 Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and 
the first earth had passed away, and there was no longer any sea.


The elements that we communicate here therefore stem from the study of biblical 
prophecies and other omens that men or women had established before they plunged 
into our world. These prophecies were written so that they could remember their soul 
mission. They therefore are part of their birth visions that announced the end of this 
modern and technological world and will soon turn out to have been quite precise about 
our era. Unveiled and transmitted to mediums by STS beings that always reveal their 
plans in a hidden way, we hence guess the direction that Russia will have to take, then 
the world, during the next three years.


Channelled and revealed for example by Marie-Julie Jahenny de La Fraudais (https://
archipaladin.fr/tag/la-fraudais/), we now discover the scheme of this wonderful “invasion 
of psychic aliens” disguised as Nazi militaries or as refugees amongst the Ukrainians, 
which has to run through Western Europe, from Russia to France. Most likely, this 
invasion has even already continued to other stargates, like the one opened by the CERN 
in Geneva which, in 2015, had “apparently” succeeded in launching its 
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“hyperdimensional/spiritual” project of “unloading/downloading” of a first Nephilim 
contingent. (Cf. Chronicle 22: https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/traductions/anglais/)


Hidden under pretexts of maintenance, consolidation and improvement works, this 
institute would have also been the theatre of secret battles, involving “international” 
military forces against these entities which, during Barack Obama’s presidency, showed 
up through this stargate, hence investing the psyche of some of the “psychopaths” of the 
CERN.


The world’s largest particle accelerator having a 
statue of Shiva given by India as emblem, officially 
restarted on the 22nd of April 2022 at 12:16 after a 
pause of more than three years, revealed its 
mainstream media.

https://home.cern/fr/news/news/accelerators/
large-hadron-collider-restarts


This pause will soon prove to have been a big cleansing by the militaries of the Alliance. 
Other dimensional portals, like that of the Vatican in Rome, the Capitol in the United-
States…, have also been “cleaned” by these “military avengers”.


While waiting for the total overthrow of the 3rd density paradigm, most of the “leaders in 
power” of these big firms or institutions have been replaced by clones, so that the 
ignorant public continues to believe in their legitimacy and is not too “injured” by all these 
truths which will start to emerge.


Mediums like Marie-Julie de La Fraudais had foreseen that:


“The three last years will be in Italy just as in France: they will hardly leave anyone 
standing on this ground.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NQu9-
LbO2o&ab_channel=Margaret


This multi-variable scenario will therefore have to accomplish until the end the Great Work 
supported by the plan intended to impose a world state which will indeed emerge, but not 
in the way the globalists have planned it. The shortages that are already appearing and 
the starvations which will follow are hence part of the prophesied elements linked to the 
defeat of the “govern-liars”  and their consortium of humans, followers and accomplices.
1

 ‘Govern-liars’ is the translation for ‘gouvernementeurs’. The latter being a portmanteau word to 1

designate the lying people who are in charge of the government.
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In the meantime, other downloading gates have opened and will still open elsewhere. 
Disasters will occur and will not only destroy the Western economy, but will be meant to 
affect the entire world. Starvations which are taking shape with the announced cereal 
deficits, more specifically of wheat, will also help to awaken and ignite the Maghreb then 
Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle-East.


We therefore have to understand that all these scourges are necessary disruptions, 
therefore intended and programmed at this end of time by the higher planes, in order to 
establish a great change, a sort of revolution in the universal matrix.


It is said:

“In those days, the world and hell will have drained all their rage. It is shortly 
before waiting for the hour that will mark France’s overthrow and its fatal 
punishment, or rather, to explain myself correctly, said the voice, the hour of this 
grand universal revolution. The beginning will first be released in France: the latter 
will be the first to walk towards the abyss and resurrection as well.”

Marie-Julie de La Fraudais (9th of May 1882) – https://www.brujitafr.fr/2018/04/la-
destruction-de-paris.html


By objectively analyzing the essence of these prophecies which we know well to have 
been delivered by the STS corpus for the ordinary human, there would therefore well and 
truly exist two distinct futures opening up ahead each of us.


We can choose to give in to fear, to believe that the world has to come under the control 
of the totalitarian States established on automation, artificial intelligence, social decay 
and final destruction. What will unfortunately be the future reality already mapped out for 
ordinary humans not questioning themselves that much about the reality of their world. 
However, we can also follow another path, consider ourselves as savvy people and defeat 
man’s pessimism in order to open ourselves to the higher resonance frequencies of truth, 
love and Knowledge. And for us to be able to enter into a new dimension of existence in 
which we would encourage our inner soul/spirit forces to create exactly the new reality of 
the vision we had, the temporal line of the “end of the world” would therefore be spared 
us.


Question to the Angel: 
What would be the reasons for such a mendacious harassment by the media and 
politicians of Europe and United States towards Russia? 

What we are now revealing should be heard by as many people as possible. In 3rd density, 
the exponentially growing combination of intolerance, hatred, cruelty, jealousy, that is to 
say psychopathic behaviors associated with pessimism and individual fears, supplies 
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power to a growing egregore of beliefs, unfortunately endangering the whole biosphere of 
human species.


These collective thought-forms, specific to humans of the Service to the Self forming a 
thought centre of ordinary STS humans, act on the etheric grid of the Earth; namely the 
geometric frame of its planetary consciousness. This energy matrix reactivates on its own 
the four physical elements of the planet (earth, air, water and fire), and finally accelerates 
climate chaos and environmental change.


Now, the still ignorant individual should start understanding that everything is linked. 
Ideas and beliefs they project in thought, the planet (the plane where you are ) takes care 2

of realizing them. Most of the Russian scientists have already understood that human 
emotional chaos is extremely disruptive to the Earth, which is reacting more and more 
violently to this saturation. This information, which would absolutely require to be brought 
to the attention of the populations, should trigger a radical change in all the man’s 
behaviors towards their planet. But the Deep State in Europe, like in the United States, led 
by the hyperdimensional alien predators, does not accept that such secrets can be 
revealed. This “ancient Knowledge” has therefore always been hidden from ordinary 
human for purposes of domination.


However, a large number of revelations have been made in recent years by figures from 
the Alliance and its military community, including Russian top brass officers. Groups of 
American and European researchers are only beginning to disclose this kind of 
information through alternative media which, at the same time, have been accused of 
conspiracy by the Deep State governance. But it must be understood that amongst all 
these conspiracies, some leakage has been authorized by higher influences, so that man 
can still detect some universal truths.


In addition, communication about the existence of these hyperdimensional influences and 
realities remains shy and cautious, especially in Europe. Its mass media coverage 
therefore remains very low, if any, in a country like France.


The fact that some of these revelations already exist may want to announce the “famous 
disclosure of alien presence on Earth” that many have been waiting for, and for which a 
huge amount of people have been campaigning for more than fifty years. But also 
understand that its everlasting “postponement until tomorrow” can still be used to 
manipulate the puppet masters of your world in order to maintain control in new 
circumstances. These circumstances in which major events such as the opening of other 
time and dimensional portals will occur, will ensure that even the military most 
sophisticated weapons will be powerless.


 In french language of the goslings, the word « planète » can be divided in « the plane » and 2

« êtes » which is the verb « to be » ; so « planet = the plane where you are »
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Also, during the Cold War, Russian scientists gave great importance to the study of the 
paranormal field and hyperdimensional civilizations. These researchers and soldiers have 
made important discoveries about the planet’s energy grid and concerning the presence 
around the Earth of a psychic energy field experiencing an expansion of its energy in the 
form of geometric patterns.


They also discovered that this kind of psychic energy ring, in which the planet bathes, is 
an energy field in which are contained “sorts of memory records”, concerning all life forms 
and the history of planet. They were even able to determine that the geology of the 
continents, with its mountainous structures loaded with silicon crystal, perfectly fitted the 
energy blueprints of this grid. This is how all the structures of what the human recognizes 
as the physical universe, take form according to well-defined patterns. These structures 
are sometimes reproduced in crop circles.


The military knows now that this psychic energy field is not on a physical plane, since 
army scientists have been able to detect and read this energy band by means of various 
technologies, using the instructions of mediums who are trained to do so.


According to Russian scientists, this energy field would be formed of a sort of etheric/
plasma tissue loaded with emotional energy. This discovery was “hijacked” by the 
globalists and used to bring about the current Great Reset, in order to anticipate 
humanity’s natural great transition towards a higher level which, despite everything, 
humankind is already experiencing.


The matrix controllers were therefore aware that in order to rule the planet, they needed to 
control your passions, since every human being has the power of affecting this field 
positively or negatively. Consequently, all the negativity expressed through this war in 
Ukraine, like hatred and fear, has a direct impact on the state of the planet, since the latter 
violently reacts to your thoughts and feelings. Everything people think, feel and realize, 
simply affects the spirit of the Earth.


Negative charges coming from the whole humanity are actually way more powerful than 
nuclear energy itself. Like a diseased body, the planet reacts with natural antibodies to 
treat the contamination generated by its human psychic parasites.


Environmental degradation is thus not solely attributable to the consumption of industrial 
and residual energies, resulting from human life. But the human psyche itself is an 
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important source of pollution, since the Earth responds to its fear, its hatred, as much as it 
can respond to love and truth.


The planet itself emits a sort of “psychic radiation” that is reflected through its climate 
models. Water, fire, air and earth then become elements comparable to planetary 
antibodies. For the planetary consciousness, floods, tsunamis, fires, explosions, winds, 
storms and finally volcanic flows and landslides, are a way to get rid of the human 
emotional, that keeps it trapped in 3rd density. The so violent climate change that is 
actually occurring is then part of a huge process that falls within a perfect cosmic order.


https://www.sott.net/article/467468-SOTT-Earth-Changes-Summary-April-2022-Extreme-
Weather-Planetary-Upheaval-Meteor-Fireballs


Some scientists have clearly understood that planet Earth is facing an inevitable cyclic 
process that is absolutely not man’s responsibility or fault. But the alien STS corpus 
controlling the military corpus, takes advantage of this knowledge to try to trap your world 
in 3rd density, by simply continuing to trigger human’s negative emotional and their warrior 
behaviors in response to this emotional. So the Russians have a good lead on the rest of 
the world in this area of research, since their Semitic genes have something to do with it.


Moreover, some Russian mediums have “found themselves” on astral etheric planes (thus 
not physical) in the presence of Americans working in the military field, which in reality 
were for many these Nephilim beings of 4th density. By means of very specific exercises 
that we will not unveil, these mediums have been able to identify on the surface of your 
planet, large mind-altering areas produced by electron radiations coming from the mental 
power of these famous Nephilim. These mediums have thus perceived very dense and 
very negative dark fields of energy matching these areas of alteration, and enveloping 
some parts of the globe. These dark zones were mainly localized in Europe, Israel and the 
surrounding area, as well as in the United States.


Russian scientists also observed that by using some mind control frequencies, not only it 
was possible to influence the course of life, but also to alter the climate. In addition, 
through advanced studies on antigravity, they have been brought to extraordinary 
discoveries on scalar fields (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalar_field), vector and non-
vector energy, and vacuum.


In the light of all these discoveries, they were able to conclude that major and 
gravitational climate changes will shortly force humanity to radically change the way it 
conceived its civilization. They were able to determine that the cyclical paradigm shifts 
are a reality, and that humanity had therefore entered a period of great upheavals of the 
terrestrial ecosystem.

But the most important is that the upcoming events that represent a major challenge for 
humanity, should be seen as the only opportunity for the entire world to decide that the 
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old forms of power exploitation should be replaced by others, renewable and non-
polluting, which obviously are already in the pipeline. This is the vision of the Russian 
scientists, but absolutely not that of the globalist capitalists who only think about gaining 
more power and making more and more money.


Question to the Angel: 
What would be the main changes that would affect this new human society? 

Before being able to answer, you first must “remember” that human beings at the Service 
to Others have already inhabited Earth in 3rd density, before the colonization of the planet 
Earth by the Nephilim/Anunnaki predators. Their lifestyle was therefore not so distant from 
yours today.


The following explanations will thus only concern the population of the STO-oriented New 
Earth of 3rd density, which will re-emerge after the annihilation of the STS world by the 
“gods of the past”. But for the moment, the ancient STS world will have to continue for a 
while, led by an increasingly rigid, automated, monitored, supervised system, and ruled 
by an artificial intelligence devoid of humanity.


And according to the speed with which individuals of 3rd density will learn to move 
resolutely towards a new paradigm of altruistic collectivity, or will remain clutched to their 
previous egoistic mechanisms, a harmonious and balanced society will be built more or 
less quickly. However, you now know that those who will use their knowledge, won’t be 
affected anymore by the matrix system.


Also, after the collapse of the robotic technological industrial era, and as a result of the 
shortages organized through glitches in computer systems, a new economic organization 
will potentially rise on new basis of communication and networking. This reorganization of 
social reality will establish a new system of data transmission and free exchange of 
information.


This is why this STO new civilization, still holding memories of its STS ancient culture that 
is intended to rise again in 3rd density, will be brought to develop, from the simple sharing 
of social and economic information to the exchange of spiritual truths directly 
synchronized and collected in the information field. Art and culture will thus be honored in 
every country, and openness to xenophilia and diversity in all fields will be vigorously 
promoted. At the societal level, that is to say with regard to human community, people 
who will have a part to play in the process of decision-making will have to be way more 
demanding with themselves, just as they will have to be more demanding with their 
representatives. As a result, the centralization into a pyramidal global government, such 
as it was organized in 3rd density STS, will turn into a completely decentralized system 
that will respect the cultural progression of peoples.
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The old version of the STS “democratic” system in which citizens were supposed to take 
part in public decisions and political life of the country, had for a long time no basis, no 
reality. Since Nephilim entities were hidden amongst your elected and completely corrupt 
elites, and had taken over their psyche and intelligence. Consequently, the State’s main 
institutions of power were riddled even in their facilities and foundations.


However, in this new STO 3rd density, “computer networking” will gain popularity, since all 
the citizens of the future communities will liaise, not to argue about their opinions 
anymore, but to share their information and resources. Consequently, the society of 
tomorrow will be way less structured than in the past and its red tape, almost non-
existent. It will also be heavily linked by a completely open, non-corruptible and non-
corrupt computer system, in which each individual will be able to share their ideas, their 
personal ethics while respecting that of the other.


Thus, it will also mean that each individual, will be offered numerous options of life 
experiences with different potentials of achievement that they can pursue. Whereas in the 
ancient world, they could usually only try one or two of these options.


In the ancient STS world, the main strategic resource was money, capital. On the New 
Earth of 3rd density STO, the main strategic resource will be the sharing of information, 
since Knowledge can rise through the experience of each person, amplified by synergy 
and combined to generate a result that is superior to the sum of “individual knowledge”.


The new humanity of 3rd density to the Service to Others is on the verge of a huge 
revolution in communication technology. It will see the growth of a single global 
information system allowing real multidirectional interactions on a global scale.


The transition from your industrial society to an information society does absolutely not 
mean that industrial production will cease to be important. On the contrary, the emphasis 
of change will shift from physical functions to more intellectual ones, on which will rely the 
whole new physical reality.


Thus, in this new world of 3rd density, information will become an economic entity, 
because it will be extremely valuable and because some people will be willing to 
exchange information in order to obtain that of the others.


Finally, the New Earth of 3rd density STO will be organized around the sharing of 
information and will orientate the individual to redevelop the growth and the development 
of their brain through their education and learning. They will therefore become more 
intelligent, but also more intuitive, more imaginative and finally more creative.
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“The productivity of a know-how” had already become the key to productivity in the old 
world of 3rd density. It will now be the “competitive” strength of the know-being, that will 
ratify that of the success of the new 3rd density civilization!


Question to the Angel: 
There are many pictures on the Internet which show a second sun close to the 
current one. Are they real depictions of this brown dwarf, the Sun’s twin? 

No! They are sometimes atmospheric reflections, but most often they are images 
retouched using software, since a brown dwarf only emits a low infrared radiation, thus no 
visible light. It therefore remains imperceptible to human eyes.


A second sun photographed on April 14th, 2017

LaPresseGalactique.org


Incredible in the Sky: Two suns observed in the 
Slovak sky…


A second sun – Eureka – Télé 2 semaines


Question to the Angel: 
What are the consequences of the appearance of this brown dwarf within our solar 
system? 

There will be a very distinct frequency separation between the time line of ordinary 
humanity, let’s call it the A line, and the time line of the humans who will have worked their 
way out of the scheme of their matrix memories, the B line.


This separation will mean that those of the A line will persist in the system that is generally 
prophesied by mediums and planned in a matrix future already programmed by the New 
World Order, while those of the B line will be propelled towards a still unknown potential 
of future, but in the process of being structured at a higher level, thanks to those who will 
have searched for Knowledge. Thus, those who will have accomplished their inner work 
will extricate themselves from the entropic matrix system of 3rd density on their own.


The beginning of this mechanism of reality split has started for more than a decade. Thus, 
the end of the temporal matrix of 3rd density, which is about to occur because of the 
proximity of this brown dwarf (the cometary swarm), already reveals itself by a succession 
of gigantic electromagnetic disruptions of energy fields on planet Earth, affecting more 
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and more the organism and biology of the human, in addition to impacting all its 
machines and electronic and magnetic technologies.


In these magnetic disturbance periods, the consciousness field of the soul-endowed 
humans who have chosen the orientation of the Service to Others, is also progressing in 
stages towards its upper level. While that of the soulless psychopathic individuals is 
regressing in stages as well, towards even denser lower levels.


Thus, this electromagnetic change progressively affects the reality at the atomic and 
gravitational level, until a breaking point which will transfer the individual in 4th density. 
During this process, some individuals and soul groups will reach a vibratory level very 
close to after-life, without transiting through 5th density. They will thus disappear from the 
environment and reality, to the eyes and perception of the great majority of people who 
will have remained in 3rd density. And after the beginning of this ecstatic transfer, knowing 
that they will soon also leave, Service to Others missioned individuals and soul groups will 
still accept to inhabit the material dimension, to help the remaining humanity, since that 
was their role.


While this soul transfer will occur, those who will have freed themselves from the vibratory 
frequencies of the ancient Earth, will accompany and lead new human lineages towards 
the frequencies of the New Earth. For this, they will somehow have to transfer their own 
energy into their new bodies, thus creating a broader, more open dimension of physical 
and spiritual reality, corresponding then to the B time/consciousness line.


You can now understand that by succeeding in modifying the A time line, your aim was 
not only to create a New Earth, but also a new paradigm in the after-cycle of 3rd density, 
in which you will discover all the consequences of your multiple «  memories  » of 
worldview. These consequences are potentials of realities now open which, thanks to 
your inner work, have not only influenced the spiritual dimensions at higher levels, but 
also the physical dimensions in the higher worlds.


In this post-Atlantis cycle that is ending, some groups of individuals had « preserved » the 
Knowledge, but since they had exploited and practiced it only at the Service of their own 
Self and never shared it, they now have to learn from their mistakes. For that purpose, 
they will reincarnate in a new cycle of 3rd density, until they have integrated the meaning 
of their betrayal of the universal laws, and understood the suffering they have caused 
among humans, because of their egotistical behavior.


Therefore, in the various reality dimensions of your world, there permanently was a kind of 
“galactic conflict”, aimed at the concealment of STS realities or their disclosure, since 
their revelation would have allowed humanity to be open to realities of STO potential.
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Taking advantage of this concealment, beings of 3rd and 4th densities STS corpus were 
trying to take ownership of your Earth, because in your area of the universe, it has always 
been a jewel because of all the genetics, forms of life and intelligences which it contained 
in its worlds.


Humans have thus been caught out by these predatory entities who wanted to take 
ownership of their planet, since they managed to also take over its energy. Human beings, 
despoiled of their expertise and this Knowledge through many genetic manipulations 
suffered from not being able to stay connected to their intuition, guidance and Higher 
Self.


Now that this end of cycle is getting clearer, high hierarchies of 6th and 7th densities 
agreed that all this suffering had to stop. Various resources have been dispatched in your 
solar system to this end. Among them, the atmospheric contamination by cometary 
viruses coming from the 4th density will have supported the true human genome recovery. 
But it will also have “temporally” amplified the genetics of Nephilim/Nazis psychopaths, 
the agents and instruments of the Orion reptilian creatures, so that it can be detected and 
then neutralized.


However, from now on, everything will be over in a very short time, but prior to that, the 
dark side of the force will still try to react. Nevertheless, when it will realize it has no more 
loophole, either will it let itself be transformed by the light of truth and information: Love, 
or it will be destroyed by the famous black holes and remelted into the Whole. Since by 
the law of ONE, nothing is wasted, neither energy, nor consciousness.


Planet Earth is an extraordinary laboratory of bio-diversity which not only accumulates the 
genetic forms of all the species inhabiting your area of the universe, but is also the ideal 
world for every kind of physical, psychic, spiritual, emotional experiences intended to 
these forms of life. This Earth, that is so precious for the sequence of short evolution 
cycles, must not and thus cannot be destroyed by the involutive forces of the Service to 
Self. Since beyond its role as a laboratory hosting human beings, non-human beings, as 
well as various kingdoms (mineral, animal and plant), there is also the consciousness 
proper to the planet Earth.


This huge vibratory energy reserve which is inserted into the system of planetary 
consciousnesses, singlehandedly represents a power, a kind of center of consciousness 
and intelligence, combined to the elements, to the Sun and all the planets of the solar 
system. Including itself in the galactic system, its energy force is such that even with the 
most advanced technologies, nothing and no one could destroy it.
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Question to the Angel:  
The Cassiopaeans had confirmed the presence of Nephilim, already at the height of 
Atlantean civilization. Will our modern civilization also end up like the Atlantis’ one? 

Your modern civilization is led to disappear as in every end of cycle. Yet, as at each end of 
long cycle, it will open into a new reality, a new world! And as always, “extraterrestrial” 
influences will unveil across the world.


Some governments have been warned of the great changes to come. But the modern 
ordinary human was not intelligent and intuitive enough to take into account all the clues 
that he was supposed to detect through cinematic fiction works, since most films indeed 
showed stupid fictions.


However, the human intellect is now reaching a point in evolution where it makes more 
sense to suggest the existence of a life beyond your world than to question it. Despite 
this, the great planetary governments which are perfectly aware of the extraterrestrial 
influence on our civilization, still deny it. And there is a very good reason for that! Because 
if ordinary humans, who represent almost the entire humanity had the knowledge that 
these entities possess, including the true history of your planet, the current system of 
beliefs would collapse like a house of cards, since it is essentially based on psychic and 
intellectual constructions relying on illusions created by the matrix system of 3rd density. 
Thus, the control of the belief system, the very power that occult governments hold over 
the global population, would disappear overnight.


You should then know that your planet, in fact like the rest of the universe, possesses 
numerous sources of non-polluting energy. To suddenly decide to use it would be to 
destroy the very foundations of global economy. But continuing to use sources of 
polluting energy contributed to maintain the entire current system under the dependence 
of financial empires. However, these energy sources will be proposed to the post 
humanity, since extraterrestrials and extraneans who respect your free will have very 
advanced knowledge about what you call free energy. However, not directly involved in 
human business, some among them have nevertheless proved that they came with good 
intentions, by showing how, in a few seconds, they neutralized the most advanced 
terrestrial military technology, if it was used to attack them or harm the planet.


The military nuclear technology is no more operative for a long time now. It is only wielded 
like a threatening scarecrow, in order to justify and perpetrate wars between peoples. The 
completely fanciful concept of nuclear wars can therefore no longer be hidden from the 
peoples. All about this issue will soon be revealed.


You thus know that the appearance of the brown dwarf will herald the end of the 
Annunaki-Nephilim-Nazi empire, and that an event will soon occur on the planet, leading 
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some hyperdimensional beings to come out of their underground world, to manifest in the 
reality of your world. This will be the most important event in the history of modern man.


But be warned, beware of pretenses. Even if many will come with good intentions, some 
will not be of good intentions! They also have a free will and some very negative STS will 
not hesitate to transgress it again. STO beings of 4th density will never show themselves 
openly to the eyes of 3rd density ordinary humans, keep that in mind!


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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